A birthday puzzle

ACROSS
1 Island man’s hiding a posh car (6)
4 Diver turns regularly in case coming across shipping hazards (8)
10 Shrink round collar of postulant (7)
11 Listen to story line as a reader (4,3)
12 Support for Paddington? (4)
13 Woman from Capri, mad on narcissism (5,5)
16 Problem with stocking large computer (6)
17 Extend sentence (7)
20 They’re used to smooth introduction to sex with Swede (7)
21 Indifferent style enjoyed by students? (6)
24 Exceptional friend covers bird sign (10)
25 Stock food store (4)
27 Graceful sweetheart has attachment to foot soldier, perhaps (7)
29 On which cover is placed in an illegal position (7)
30 Prison empty for ever (8)
31 Constraint on corporate expansion (6)

DOWN
1 Used to find hobby could be a case of work born in purgatory (4,4)
2 Curse wretched darn taverna (4,3,4)
3 State of aspirant (4)
5 A measure of warmth and friendship for Jane, maybe (8)
6 Pulses of hotheads? (5,5)
7 Fish for Charles, perhaps (3)
8 Sing and shout (6)
9 Long time, no loveless (5)
14 Needs iciest sense of fashion (11)
15 Eyed starter of chips (4,6)
18 Generate fantastically healthy drink (5,3)
19 Advocate symbol of power (8)
22 Number 1 in School Close is missing address (6)
23 Explorers of America – both parts (5)
26 Style of architecture from Renaissance often represented in capitals (4)
28 General backing for fish (3)

Solution 15,682

MOTORING SCARED
O A O D R E I
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ELECTRODE KEATS
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RECIPE PUNINESS
U O U S N R T
NOTATE AESTHETE